Tuesday, May 5, 2020
Trip to MOUNT VERNON HOTEL MUSEUM & GARDEN

Winter/Spring 2020

Jewish Community Center
of Staten Island

Wednesday, June 17, 2020
Trip to Broadway

Mrs. Doubtfire
Based upon the beloved 1993 Twentieth Century Fox Motion Picture, Mrs. Doubtfire
features a book by Karey Kirkpatrick and John O’Farrell, music and lyrics by Wayne
Kirkpatrick and Karey Kirkpatrick, (the Tony Award®-nominated team behind Something
Rotten!), direction by four-time Tony Award winner Jerry Zaks (Hello, Dolly!), choreography
by Lorin Latarro (Waitress), and music supervision by Ethan Popp.
The bus is leaving at 11:30 AM • 40 spots Fee: $150

Wednesday, June 24, 2020
Trip to Broadway

Company
The quintessential musical comedy about the search for love and cocktails in the Big Apple
is turned on its head in Marianne Elliott’s revelatory staging, in which musical theater’s
most iconic bachelor becomes a bachelorette.
The bus is leaving at 11:30 AM • 35 spots Fee: $140

argent: rtraits in Charcoal Morgan Libra

All Trips Are Subject To Change.
For all the trips please, arrive 15 minutes in advance.

FUNDED BY

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf
Two-time Tony Award® and three-time Emmy® Award winner Laurie Metcalf and
stage-and-screen veteran Rupert Everett star on Broadway in Edward Albee’s seminal and
perpetually astonishing drama Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Directed by two-time Tony
Award winner Joe Mantello, this production also stars Russell Tovey and 2019 Olivier Award
winner Patsy Ferran.
The bus is leaving at 11:30 AM • 40 spots Fee: $130
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Wednesday, May 13, 2020
Trip to Broadway

TH

One of the few remaining pre-1800 buildings in Manhattan, the house was originally planned
in 1795 as an estate for Colonel William S. Smith and his wife, Abigail. Come and enjoy its
unique interior, presented by costumed traveler Frances Trollope in the Ladies’ Parlor.
The bus is leaving at 9:30 AM • 24 spots Fee: $30
Moderate walking. • No elevator in the building.
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Trips

Wednesday, January 22, 2020
Trip to New York Historical Society

Artist in Exile: The Visual Diary of Baroness Hyde de Neuville
Self-taught and ahead of her time, Anne Marguérite Joséphine Henriette Rouillé de
Marigny, Baroness Hyde de Neuville (1771–1849) was the first woman artist in America to
leave a substantial body of work. Granted exile by Napoleon, she first made her mark in
New York City and later Washington, D.C., and her art celebrates the people and scenes
of the early American republic, documenting the young country’s history, culture, and
diverse population.
The bus is leaving at 9:30 AM • 24 seats Fee: $35

Wednesday, February 19, 2020
Trip to Brooklyn Museum

The unprecedented pairing of these two magisterial portraits, in the exhibition Jacques-Louis David meets Kehinde Wiley. This marks the first time David’s original version of Bonaparte Crossing the Alps is on view in New York.
The bus is leaving at 10 AM • 24 seats Fee: $30

Wednesday, February 26, 2020
Trip to Carnegie Hall

Documenting more than a century of musical history connected with the Hall, the permanent collection of the Rose Museum features signed photographs, letters, musical quotes
from the artists of the day, and Carnegie Hall archival material, from programs to unique
memorabilia.
The bus is leaving at 10:30 AM • 24 seats Free: $30
Moderate walking

Wednesday, March 4, 2020
Asia Society tour and Asian cuisine at Garden cafe

Explore art and culture of Asia as well as enjoy the exotic cuisine of the region.
The buses are leaving at 10:00 AM • 24 spots Fee: $35

Wednesday, March 18, 2020
Trip to Broadway
West Side Story
The most exciting musical theater masterpiece of the 20th century. The most visionary
theatrical talents of the 21st century. Is there any wonder it’s “the most eagerly-awaited
production of the new season.
The buses are leaving at 11:30 AM • 40 seats Fee: $95

Wednesday, March 25, 2020
Trip to National Yiddish Theatre Folksbiene

“Harmony” speaks to the human spirit in the face of adversity and atrocity. The story of the Comedian Harmonists, whose soaring careers were cut short due to antiSemitism, reflects the spiritual resistance that was necessary to get through one of the most
dehumanizing periods in history.
The bus is leaving at 12:30 PM • 24 spots Fee: $145

Wednesday, April 1, 2020
Trip to Hunterdon Hills Playhouse

Sherlock Holmes Returns
Sherlock Holmes Returns is yet another crown jewel in the widely popular Sherlock Holmes
Immersive Musical Comedy Series! This uproarious musical features an all new plot and a
slew of new songs! Buckingham Palace has been robbed and it’s up to Sherlock Holmes, Dr.
Watson and YOU, the audience, to go on a hilarious hunt to find the missing royal treasure!
The bus is leaving at 9 AM • 44 spots Fee: $90

Monday, April 6, 2020
Trip to Actors’ Temple

Come inside the temple, which was originally dubbed “The West Side Hebrew Relief Association”, and it was the synagogue of choice for the entertainment industry. Many vaudeville, musical theater, television, and nightclub performers attended services there, including Sophie Tucker, Shelley Winters and many others…
The bus is leaving at 10 AM • 24 spots Fee: $45
Heavy walking

Monday, April 20, 2020
“Decked Out in the City” tour of Art Deco buildings in Midtown

Step off the sidewalk and back in time to the glamorous twenties. Explore the backdrop of
that romantic and high living era to view magnificent period lobbies in buildings including
the Waldorf Astoria, the Fred F. French Building, and the iconic Chrysler and Empire State
buildings. These opulent landmarks are local place markers in the chronology of architectural form.
The bus is leaving at 9:30 AM • 24 spots Fee: $35
Super heavy walking

Wednesday, April 29, 2020
Trip to Broadway

Flying Over Sunset
Set in the 1950s, Flying Over Sunset is a work of fiction inspired by the lives of three extraordinary and accomplished people—playwright, diplomat and congresswoman Clare
Booth Luce; film legend Cary Grant; and writer Aldous Huxley—each of whom in real life
experimented with the drug LSD. At a crossroads in their lives the three come together,
and under the influence of the drug, take a trip and confront the mysteries of their lives
and their world.
The bus is leaving at 11:30 AM • 30 spots Fee: $140

